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When you are doing soul work, or just trying to find your way in life, ask yourself what is the truth of
the question? If you are asked a question, you must be willing to give it thought, rather than asking
you and your guide to translate the question. For example: "What path would I take in a
relationship?" What does this question mean? What is the truth of the question? Do you desire
something different? If you are reading the cards, you are forming your own rules and new truths for
life. All you need is a click . insight into your life situation. Your guides and angels are ready to help
you get clarity and help guide you in your life, no matter what form it takes. In the cards, the
Queen's thoughts and desires are being revealed to you. Through the cards, you can explore your
deeper desires, understand yourself better, and the choices that are best for you to make. As you
explore the paths of your life, you will come to understand more of your guides If you are feeling
depressed and disconnected from yourself and your life, then your guides are trying to bring you into
balance. As a result, their impressions are showing you an external manifestation of your own soul.
Through the cards, you can find comfort in the fact that the cards are representing what your soul's
message is. You'll feel your guides are trying to help you resolve the challenge, and, the more you
work with the images, the stronger the bonds become. I created a deck of oracle cards that will unite
each of the archangels as a guide in your journey to higher levels of spiritual understanding. Through
exploring the wisdom of the angels we get to have first-hand knowledge of Ascension and divine
love. The card works with our own energies, with the energies of higher realities, with angels and the
spirits of other planes. The latter will always give us messages that are very clear and true for us.
The angels share their knowledge of the highest level of ascension and higher dimensions. They
have been and will be my personal guides and I will see them in visions sometimes. Here is a sample
of what they have been sharing:
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it is easy to get caught up in the wonder of oracles and the mystic arts, and it is easy to feel
disconnected from them in our busy lives. this guidebook for the wonderland oracle will help you re-
connect and re-energize with the oracle and the faery tradition, and re-discover the magnificence of
the world of faery. this book explores the story behind the cards, the place of the oracle in the faery

tradition and the different ways in which the cards can be used. for beginners, there is a detailed
section on how to work with the cards. the butterfly oracle cards are a delight for all. they are a
beautiful, timeless, accessible, magickal way to develop and apply the intuitive wisdom of faery

wisdom. they are a way to tap into the magic and wonder of faery wisdom and apply it to everyday
life. they are a way to tap into the magick and wisdom of the fairy queen herself. they are a way to
bring the stories of faery wisdom to life. the butterfly oracle cards are a delight for all. they are a
beautiful, timeless, accessible, magickal way to develop and apply the intuitive wisdom of faery

wisdom. they are a way to tap into the magic and wonder of faery wisdom and apply it to everyday
life. they are a way to tap into the magick and wisdom of the fairy queen herself. in the book

butterfly oracle cards for life changes: a 44-card deck and guidebook, doreen and melissa describe
the process of dreaming, how to decipher the symbols and images in your dreams, and how to

interpret your dreams. you'll also learn how to conduct dream readings, and then to be your own
dream guide and dream mentor. in this way, you can choose to release old dream information,

resolve childhood issues, and release painful memories by understanding what the dream means,
and then telling it through your dreams. 5ec8ef588b
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